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B. Tech. EXAMINATION, May 2019

(Second Semester)

(C. Scheme) (Main Only)

(Common with Arch. IInd Sem.)

HUM101C

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS

Time : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt all questions.

1. Do as directed : 15

(a) The young girl with white umbrella plays

guitar. (Indicate subject and predicate)
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Or

3. Do as directed :

(a) Give one word for the following : 5

Occurring after Death, A Word No Longer

in Use, The Study of Human mind, A

speech made to Oneself, Murder of Self.

(b) Use the following in sentences : 10

Resort To, Rule Out, Run By, Turn Out,

Verge On, Cry Wolf, Cock and Bull Story,

Drink Like A Fish, Blue Moon, Bite Your

Tongue, Miseries, Faculties, Demon, Turn

Down, Vouch For, Try On, Watch Out.

4. Do as directed :

(a) Fill in the blanks with correct of the

verb : 5

(i) A number of shoppers............

complained about the price

increases.

(ii) Either of the dentists............

available.
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(b) It is raining outside.

(Indicate subject and predicate)

(c) There are five girls in the class.

(Make interrogative sentence)

(d) Each of these substance is found in India.

(Correct the sentence)

(e) It is raining outside.

(Indicate the subject)

(f) I am going to Delhi tomorrow.

(Indicate the preposition)

(g) He likes to play football.

(Indicate infinitive)

(h) He says, “Women universities are the

need of the day.”

(Convert into Indirect Speech)

(i) Mohan said, “Appearances are often

deceptive.”

(Convert into Indirect Speech)

(j) Someone said that honesty is the best

policy. (Convert into Direct Speech)

(k) Smoking is injurious to health.

(Write the Gerund)

(l) He sleeps. (Change the voice)

(m) The wheel came off.

(Correct the sentence)

(n) Explain the phrase “in the sight of God”

used by Bertrand Russell.

(o) She has helped me.

(Use ALWAYS at the appropriate place)

2. Do as directed : 5

(a) Give one word for the following :

(i) Written declaration made on an oath

(ii) A habitual drunkard

(iii) The study of man

(iv) A substance which kills germs

(v) One who designs buildings

(b) Use the following phrasal verbs in

sentences : 5

Bring on, Adhere To, Come About,

Embark On, Frown Upon.

(c) Use the following in sentences : 5

Broke, A Chicken Hearted Fellow,

Ousted, Obscurantism, Annihilated
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(iii) The majority of primary school

teachers............women.

(iv) Can assure you that everything

............perfectly safe.

(v) All the office staff............agreed to

work late tonight.

(b) Construct sentences with the given

information : 2

(i) Prime Minister/her deputy/opening

the debate

(ii) Tom/his friends/going to clean the

car

(c) Fill in the blanks with appropriate objects/

infinitives/forms of verbs : 8

(i) You wash and I will dry............

(ii) Do you drink............

(iii) It is your turn to deal............

(iv) I remember............the money in the

top drawer, but it is not there now

(v) Remember............your answers

before handling in your exam paper.

(vii) Listen to the story...............answer

the questions in complete sentences.

(viii) Is it Thursday...............Friday today.

(ix) He was late...............the bus did not

come.

(x) He were very tired...............happy

after our flight to Sydney.

(b) Change the voice of the following

sentences : 5

(i) The Government is planning a new

road near my house.

(ii) My grandfather built this house in

1943.

(iii) The cleaner has cleaned the office.

(iv) He had written three books before

1947.

(v) Somebody should do the work.

Or

7. Take out examples of present indefinite and

past perfect tenses (2 each), conditional

sentences (03), active voice (02), passive
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(vi) I had to care............when she

became seriously ill.

(vii) Although he aspired............he

remained relatively unknown.

(viii) Sharda is being questioned............in

court.

Or

5. (a) Fill in the blanks : 8

(i) I don't think any of them............

where the money is hidden.

(know/knows)

(ii) Neither of the French athletes

............won this year. (has/have)

(iii) All the furniture............destroyed in

the fire.

(iv) The crowd............growning restless

as the day got hotter.

(v) The police............issued a warrant

for his arrest.

(vi) Ram and Mohan are being allowed

to keep the prize money.

(vii) I enjoyed taking the children to the

zoo. (Change the voice)

(viii) Her politics are bordered on the

fascist.

(Correct the sentence if required)

(b) Frame sentences using verb patterns : V,

SV, SVO, SVOO, SVC, SVOC and

SVOA. 7

6. (a) Fill in the blanks : 10

(i) If you do your homework now,

we...............to the cinema in the

evening.

(ii) If we...............the book now, we will

have it tomorrow.

(iii) If I had more money, I...............a

bigger car.

(iv) If I...............my favorite movie star,

I would ask him for an autograph.

(v) I...............you if I need your help.

(vi) I like sugar in tea...............I do not

like milk in it.
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voice (02), coordinating conjunction (03) and

subordinating conjunction (03) from the

following passes : 15

Since evolution became fashionable, the

glorification of Man has taken a new form.

We are told that evolution has been guided by

one great Purpose : through the millions of

years when there were only slime, or trilobites,

throughout the ages of dinosaurs and giant

ferns, of bees and wild flowers, God was

preparing the Great Climax. At last, in the

fullness of time, He produced Man, including

such specimens as Nero and Caligula, Hitler

and Mussolini, whose transcendent glory

justified the long painful process. For my part,

I find even eternal damnation less incredible,

and certainly less ridiculous, than this lame

and important conclusion which we are asked

to admire as the supreme effort of

Omnipotence. And if God is indeed omnipotent,

why could He not have produced the glorious

result without such a long and tedious

science had gradually shown men how to

acquire knowledge of the ways of nature and

mastery over natural forces, the clergy have

fought a losing battle against science, in

astronomy and geology, in anatomy and

physiology, in biology and psychology and

sociology. Ousted from one position, they have

taken up another. After being worsted in

astronomy, they did their best to prevent the

rise of geology; they fought against Darwin in

biology, and at the present time they fight

against scientific theories of psychology and

education. At each stage, they try to make the

public forget their earlier obscurantism, in order

that their present obscuranism may not be

recognized for what it is. Let us note a few

instances of irrationality among the clergy since

the rise of science, and then inquire whether

the rest of mankind are any better.

(a) Name the prescribed text from which the

passage has been taken and also name

its author and his brief biography.
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prologue ? Apart from the question whether

Man is really so glorious as the theologians of

evolution say he is, there is the further

difficulty that life on this planet is almost

certainly temporary. The earth will grow cold,

or the atmosphere will gradually fly off, or

there will be an insufficiency of water, or, as

Sir James Jeans genially prophesies, the sun

will burst and all the planets will be turned

into gas. Which of those will happen first, no

one knows; but in any case the human race

will ultimately die out. Of course, such as

event is of little importance from the point of

view of orthodox theology, since men are

immortal, and will continue to exist in heaven

and hell when none are left on earth. But in

that case why bother about terrestrial

developments ? Those who lay stress on the

gradual progress from the primitive slime to

Man attach an importance to this mundane

sphere which should make them shrink from

the conclusion that all life on earth is only a

brief interlude between the nebula and the

eternal frost, or perhaps between one nebula

and another. the importance of Man, which is

the one indispensable dogma of the theologians,

receives no support from a scientific view of

the future of the solar system.

8. Write a letter to the Vice Chancellor of your

university requesting to arrange interuniversity

activities for ensuring overall development of

students studying in the university. 15

Or

9. Answer the questions that follow the following

passage : 15

Old-fashioned people still say “bless you” when

one sneezes, but they have forgotten the reason

for the cutom. The reason was that people

were thought to sneeze out their souls, and

before their souls could get back lurking

demons were apt to enter the unsouled body;

but if any one said “God bless you”, the

demons were frightened off. Throughout the

last 400 years, during which the growth of
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(b) What does god bless you mean ?

(c) Explain the meaning of the word worsted,

irrationality, clergy.

(d) Explain the context in which the author

has written the said passage.

(e) Give your own point of analysis on the

relevance of the aid passage in modern

times.

M-18A1 13 1,050 M-18A1 13 1,050

(b) What does god bless you mean ?

(c) Explain the meaning of the word worsted,

irrationality, clergy.

(d) Explain the context in which the author

has written the said passage.

(e) Give your own point of analysis on the

relevance of the aid passage in modern

times.
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